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ABSTRACT 
A new partial ordering defined on the set of rectangular matrices is investi- 
gated. Its characterization and comparison with Loewner and star orderings are 
presented. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Let cm,, and Cc, stand for the sets of m x n and n x n complex matrices, 
respectively. The subset of Cn consisting of Hermitian nonnegative definite 
matrices will be denoted by @$, and its subset consisting of positive definite 
matrices by Cc,>. Given A E Cc,,,, the symbols A*,trA,p(A), llAll,r(A), 
and R(A) will denote the conjugate transpose, trace, spectral radius, spec- 
tral norm, rank, and range of A, respectively. Moreover, the unique matrix 
G which satisfies the conditions AGA = A, GAG = G, (AG)* = AG, 
and (GA)* = GA is called the Moore-Penrose inverse of the matrix A, 
and it will be denoted by A+. The symbol PA will stand for the orthogonal 
projector onto R(A), which can be expressed by PA = AA+. For matrices 
A,B E C, we say that A is below B with respect to the Loewner partial 
ordering, and we write A <L B, if B - A E C,‘. The characterization 
of this ordering can be done in different ways. One of them, on the set 
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Cc?, which follows Baksalary, Liski, and Trenkler (1989), is presented in 
the following: 
LEMMA 1. For any A, B E @t, 
A sL B if and only if p(B+A) I 1 and R(A) C R(B). 
In the literature there are considered several orderings in the set Cm,+. 
We are interested in the star ordering, A:B, which was introduced by 
Drazin (1978) and is defined by the relations 
A’A = A’B and AA* = BA*. 
In the present paper a new partial ordering is introduced on the set of 
rectangular matrices. This ordering will collapse to the Loewner ordering 
when applied to Cg. It is compared with the star ordering in general. It 
is also characterized in terms of the polar decomposition of matrices. The 
last section consolidates results of the paper in a tabular comparison. 
2. NEW PARTIAL ORDERING AND ITS BASIC PROPERTIES 
The formal introduction of the new partial ordering is given by the 
following: 
DEFINITION 1. For A, B E C,,,, we say that A is below B with respect 
to the GL partial ordering, and we write A <GL B, when (AA*)li2 IL 
(BB*)lj2, R(A*) C R(B*), and AB* = (AA*)‘/2 (BB*)lj2. 
To show that the relation <GL is a partial ordering, observe that A <GL 
A holds trivially and that from A 5 GL B and B <GL A it follows that 
(A - B)(A - B)* = AA* - AB* - BA* + BB* = 0, 
which implies that A = B. Finally, if A <GL B and B <GL C then 
(AA*)li2 = K(BB*)‘j2 f or some K E Cc, and, since A = AB+B, 
AC* = AB+BB+BC* = AB*(B+)*B+BC* 
= (AA*)1/2(BB*)1/2(B+)*B+(BB*)1’2(CC*)1’2 
= K(BB*)1/2(BB*)1/2(B+)*B+(BB*)1/2(CC*)1’2 
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= KBB*(B+)*B+(BB*)1/2(CC*)1’2 = KBB+(BB*)“2(CC*)1’2 
= K(BB*)1/2(CC’)1/2 = (AA*)1/2(CC*)‘/2. 
Therefore the relation <GL is a partial ordering of matrices. 
An alternative characterization of the ordering can be obtained using a 
property presented in the following: 
THEOREM 1. For any A, B E Cm+, 
A <CL B if and only if A* <GL B*. 
Proof. Let A,B E @m,n and r(A) = a, r(B) = b, and consider the 
singular-value decompositions for A = Vr Ar WY and B = V~AQW~, where 
hr E C,’ and A2 E @b> are diagonal matrices, while Vr E Cc,,,, Wr E Cc,,,, 
v2 E &,br and WZ E @n,b are isometries, i.e., VFVr = W;Wr = I, and 
V,‘V2 = WaW2 = Ib. According to Definition 1, A <GL B if and only if 
vlhlv; IL vzn,v;, 
WI = w2w;w,, and V7V2 = W;W2. (2.1) 
Then, premultiplying the inequality (2.1) by Vl; and postmultiplying it by 
V2, and using the condition V;V2 = W;W2, we get the equivalent form 
W;WrArW;W; LL A2. (2.2) 
Premultiplying (2.2) by W2 and postmultiplying by Wz, and using the 
condition Wr = WsWaWr, we obtain WrArW; <L W2A2Wh. Observ- 
ing that (2.1) implies Vr = VzVl;Vr , and applying Definition 1 once more, 
we get the proof. ??
Another version of Definition 1, based on Lemma 1, is established in 
the following: 
THEOREM 2. For any A,B E @m,nr 
if and only if 
p @+A) 51, R(A) C R(B), RCA*) C W*), 
and AB* = (AA*)l12(BB*)lj2. 
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Proof. According to Lemma 1, (AA*)lj2 IL (BB*)li2 if and only if 
p{[(BB*)1/2]f(AA*)1/2} 5 1 and R(A) G R(B). In view of the relations 
AB* = (AA*)1/2(BB*)'/2 and R(A) C R(B) the following equalities 
hold: 
p{ [(BB*)~/~]+(AA*)~/~} = ~[(BB*)+(BB*)~‘~(AA*)~/~] 
= p [(BB*)+BA*] = p[(B+)*A*] 
= p(B+A). 
Thus, the proof follows from Definition 
The next theorem shows that the 
Loewner ordering when applied to Cc;. 
THEOREM 3. For any A,B E Cg, 
1. ??
GL ordering will collapse to the 
A <GL B if and only if A <L B. 
Proof. The proof is obvious. ??
Hartwig and Styan (1986) characterized the star partial ordering using 
simultaneous singular-value decomposition of matrices. Their characteri- 
zation can be useful in comparing the GL ordering with the star ordering. 
Although their conditions for existence of such decompositions are incom- 
plete [the conditions that AB* and A*B both are positive semidefinite are 
needed-see Horn and Johnson (1991, p. 142)], the following result given 
by them (in Theorem 2) is true. 
LEMMA 2. Let A, B E @m,n with r(A) = a and r(B) = b. Then A?B 
if and only if there exist unitary matrices U and V such that 
and U*BV= 
where both matrices D, E C,' and D E Cb>_a re diagonal. 
The following theorem is a straightforward consequence of Lemma 2 
and Definition 1. 
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THEOREM 4. For any A, B E Cm,,, 
if AZB then A IGL B. 
From the characterization of the star ordering given in Lemma 2 it is 
seen that the relation XA<A, where X E (0, l), does not hold unless A = 0. 
The following two modifications of the star ordering have that property. 
The first can be obtained by taking a matrix AD, with X E (0, l), instead 
of the matrix D, in U*AV in Lemma 2. This means that A is below B with 
respect to this ordering if and only if AA* = XBA*, A*A = XA*B for 
some X E (0,l). The second can be obtained by taking a diagonal matrix 
A E c,“, A IL D,, instead of D, in U*AV in Lemma 2. Then A is below 
B with respect to this ordering if and only if AB* E C$, A*B E C$ 
and AA* IL AB*. However, each of these three relations orders narrower 
classes of matrices than the GL ordering does. 
Marshall and Olkin (1979, p. 464) noticed that the Loewner partial 
ordering of nonnegative definite matrices is implied by the Loewner partial 
ordering of their squares. A counterpart of the latter ordering in the set 
of rectangular matrices, the GL2 ordering presented below, has a similar 
property-it implies the GL ordering. 
DEFINITION 2. For A, B E Cm,+, we say that A is below B with respect 
to the GL2 partial ordering, and we write A &,52 B, when 
AA* iL BB*, R(A*) C R(B*), and AB* = (AA*)1/2(BB*)1/2. 
The GL2 ordering, which can be characterized as the GL ordering was 
in Theorems 1, 2, and 3, is also implied by the star ordering. 
3. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE GL ORDERING REFERRING TO 
THE POLAR DECOMPOSITION 
The GL ordering can be applied to comparing complex numbers by 
representing them as vectors on a complex plane, i.e, z = (z, y). Then 
zi <GL z2 if and only if lzil I lzzl and argzi = argzz, where IzI is the 
absolute value of z and argz is its argument. A similar characterization 
of the GL ordering in the general case can be obtained applying the polar 
decomposition of matrices, especially its version given by Ben-Israel and 
Greville (1974, p. 255) and quoted in the following: 
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LEMMA 3. Any matnx A E @m,n can be written as A = GE, where 
G E @f , and E E @m,n is a partial isomety, i.e., E* = E+. The matrices 
E and G are uniquely determined by R(E) = R(G), in which case G2 
= AA* and E is given by E = G+A. 
THEOREM 5. Let A,B E @m,n, and A = GiEi and B = GaEz be 
their polar decompositions, where R(Ei) = R(G1) and R(Ez) = R(G2). 
Then 
A <GL B if and only if Gi <L Gz and EilEa. (3.1) 
Proof According to Definition 1, Lemma 3, A <GL B if and only 
if Gi 5~ Gz, R(ET) 2 R(Ea), and GiEiEzGs = GiGz. Observing 
that GrGi = EiE; = PA and GzG2f = EaEz = Pg, the last equality 
premultiplied by Gr and postmultiplied by Gl leads to the equivalent 
form EiEz = EiE;EaE$, but Gi 5~ G2 implies PBPA = PA and then 
EiEs = EiET, or equivalently EaE; = EiE;. Now, observe that E;Ei = 
PA* and EsEa = Pg*; then the relation R(EF) C R(Ez) is equivalent 
to E;EaE;Ei = E;Ei, which, in view of EaE; = EiE;, yields EzEi = 
E;Ei. Both equalities EaE; = EiE; and EgEi = E;Ei are equivalent to 
Ei 2 Ea, and this concludes the proof. W 
REMARK 1. The relation (3.1) would define new partial orderings if 
5~ and 2 were replaced by other matrix orderings. However, those used 
in (3.1) seem to be the most interesting in the context of this paper. 
4. IMPLICATIONS OF “A DOMINATED BY B” UNDER VARIOUS 
PARTIAL ORDERINGS 
Table 1 summarizes the above results. 
REMARK 2. Note that neither A <CL B nor A 5~ B implies A;B 
or, in fact, any other partial ordering that is induced by subclasses of g- 
inverses. This is because of the fact that, as the comparison of XA and A 
(0 < X < 1) shows, domination of A by B under the L or the GL ordering 
does not imply that A and B - A are rank additive. 
The authors would like to thank the referees for careful reading of the 
manuscript and valuable suggestions, which led to considerable improve- 
ments in the presentation. In particular, Section 4 was proposed by one of 
the referees. 
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GL 
-A; -B 
A’ 1 B” 
XA and B not 
comparable if X # 0,l 
A <GL B 
-B <r, -A” -A SGL -B 
A* 5~ B* A* SGr, B* 
XA 5~ B XA <GLB 
ifO<X<l 
A <GLB AILB 
ifA,BEcsb ifA,BEcib 
“This is meaningful only if the Loewner ordering is extended in the same way to 
arbitrary pairs of matrices without requiring them to be Hermitian nonnegative 
definite. 
bRestriction to @,’ is important in this context, because if e.g., -A, -B E @i , 
then A <GL B iff B <L A. 
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